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contractors

Working as a contractor is often the next step in the career of
former military personnel. Nowadays, when tens of thousands
of privates are forced to leave the army after 12 years of service, career
in private military companies seems to be an interesting alternative.
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Although Polish soldiers have great experience and skills, performed actions are classified. In fact, this type of training
when they begin their work as contractors in high-risk areas, is always confirmed by relevant documents, and skills of such
they must significantly raise their qualifications. Such trainings instructor are always easy to verify by professionals.
should include e.g.: tactical preparation targeted to a specific The form of ongoing activities is quite alarming. Omnipresent
action (e.g. the protection of persons, force protection), few days courses’ offers preparing contractors to work in highrecognition of pyrotechnics and C-IED, and - of which only few risk areas are acceptable only if the course is meant to unite
realize - psychology. The work of contractors differs from tasks the team. However, if we deal with students without any
performed during military service in many aspects.

experience, such trainings not only cause false belief in their

As it turns out, the first problem is preparation of instructors own abilities, but also pose a threat to the entire team, which
who train persons visiting high-risk areas. Their knowledge they will work with.
and skills are often unverified. Some of them base on the - It takes even a few months to comprehensively teach
experience gained in international military organizations a soldier or a contractor to work with firearms in order to safely
or police because they know that such information is quite operate in high-risk areas. If someone took only a three-day
difficult to check. There is also a group of people who only course, I would not want to work with him - cuts short „Winter”.
draw their knowledge and information from the Internet and - It would be a threat to me and my colleagues.
demonstration or training videos posted on Youtube.
Lack of complex trainings is a big problem. The civilian as well
- It is appalling that even military units that obtain trainings as the military market are both dominated by few days classes
from private companies do not bother to check the experience during which only one skill is trained, e.g. shooting, first aid,
of instructors - says „Winter”, the former operator of JW GROM. elements of tactics. Too little emphasis is put on getting the
– Verification of trainers on the territory of Poland is relatively right conditions for training students.
easy, especially when dealing with former special forces Candidates for contractors, even these with military experience,
members. The environment of trainers coming from special have problems with using their skills in crisis situations - says
units is relatively small, and it is easy to get information on the „Saint”, an instructor in Global Protection Group. – There
qualifications of specific person - he adds.
is a lack of flexibility in performing their tasks because during
The problem appears, when someone has a great deal of rich their previous exercises they usually focused on a narrow range
experience gained abroad. Often in such cases, this person of their skills. However, during the service they were mostly
relies on the practice gained while serving in the Foreign Legion cogs in the great machine of the army, and key decisions were
or during the work for PMC companies. When this person made for them. Working in PMC companies looks different and
is asked for any evidence of such experience, he explains that requires greater independence from candidates.

Trainings on closed or even virtual shooting ranges do not reflect training. The basic course lasts a week, but it takes two to three
the real conditions of the battlefield. It is hard to artificially weeks of training to prepare a person to avoid risks connected
induce effects created by changing weather conditions, fatigue with presence of improvised explosive devices,. - Then, in
or fear. When paired with tactical and situational scenarios, it addition to theoretical knowledge, you can spend a week or
turns out that the system falls. The same situation repeats two for practical exercises, during which you train with the
with any other range of knowledge, e.g. an individual cannot use of real situational scenarios that may occur in the HRA be taught first aid during an attack on a column of vehicles explains Peter.
without implementing practical convoy training. During C-IED training includes very wide knowledge of improvised
the popular tactical rescue trainings instructors focus on the explosive devices. It prepares the student, i.a. how to deal with
procedures and the realism is limited to the characterization of unexploded shells, how to act in mined area, what to do in
the victims. They forget about tactical elements and the whole case of discovering explosive devices, and how important is to
problem that is providing first aid to wounded persons on the properly secure material evidences and traces. This important
battlefield. Trainings in green tactics implemented without knowledge is required by „contractors” whose primary duties
practical counterattack exercises using live ammunition also include preventing attacks during the checkpoint control as
leave students vulnerable. They will not know even how bullets well as during convoys. Depending on the assigned tasks, the
behave in contact with a tree or branch and how to manage training also includes operating system jamming Electronic
firing in the forest. These problems affect most aspects: from Counter Mesure (ECM), which is intended to prevent the
the behavior during the fire, through responding to the detonation of improvised explosive devices using radio waves.
complex attack, to the threat of chemical weapons (recently Communication skills, e.g. between the convoy and the center
used by ISIS). It must be remembered that those working in of command and the escalation of force, are very important.
high-risk areas must be prepared in maximum realistic way They can be trained and gained only through practical
and adapted to the conditions of performed tasks.
exercises.
- It is very important to understand that contemporary armed
The need of comprehensive training is also emphasized by conflicts have changed their specificity and private soldiers
Peter – an instructor specializing in bomb threats - working employed by PMC companies perform tasks more similar to
in a government training center and Global Protection Group.

tasks performed by police, border guards or security - says

The biggest nightmare of terror-stricken countries are Piotr. - This mix of knowledge makes contractors continually
bombings therefore each person visiting a dangerous zone, improve their skills and raises awareness of subjects which are
e.g. Iraq, Somalia or Afghanistan, should complete the C-IED inaccessible for the average soldier.
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According to the Global Protection Group instructors trainings should be courses in interpersonal skills, psychology or human
should also include rules of behavior in residential areas and resources management.
procedures for responding to threats like shelling a base or
explosive device detonation in the vicinity.

- Former soldiers must realize that they are already in a different organizational structure - emphasizes „Ramak”. - They

„Ramak” - former special unit member, working in the private should learn how to work with people, using other methods
sector since few years, thinks that soldiers, who train to be a than methods of command based on the form of an order.
contractor after completing their military service, have a tough nut to crack. They may often have adequate preparation Among the skills necessary when traveling to high-risk areas
and experience, but they do not have certain interpersonal „Ramak” mentions knowledge of foreign languages, navigaand conflict-free operation skills. Until now, they followed or- tion and cultural studies. Electronic equipment sometimes
ders and performed assigned tasks but work in civil conditions gets damaged, and it is easy to get lost in the desert or in the
requires some changes of their approach.

mountains. Who to ask for directions in such situation? SERE

It all depends on how long the person served in the army, in trainings, which prepare contractors for the worst, are also imenvironment of hierarchy and following the orders of their portant.
principals. When a former military service member starts his It should be understood that every employee of a PMC comwork in civilian life, he will be expected to be self-reliant and pany is only „protein carrier of information”: exceptional skills,
creative, but he is not used to such things. - I know many cases in this case. - The company employs a contractor, buys a ready
of excellent soldiers who were great in combat, but completely tool to deal with troublesome situations and is not interested
did not manage work in corporate structures - states „Ramak”. in additional investments - explains „Saint”. - The employer
- There are widespread cases in which, after years of following expects workers to have necessary skills and international quorders, former soldiers are not able to independently assess the alifications (such as Close Protection Level 3 BTEC, FPOS level
situation and make decisions. I remember the situation when 2, MIRA). Without such skills candidates do not even have the
escorted people asked their security officers to stop at the store opportunity to participate in the recruitment process. If an inand officers had trouble deciding whether to do so. If guards dividual did not take care of it during the service, he must cover
have been well trained, they could quickly decide whether it such expenses on his own. This investment quickly pays off, but
is possible, the area is safe or they are not exposed to danger. cannot be avoided. That is how the work in the private sector
In the opinion of practitioner the solution to this problem looks like.

